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Existence and uniqueness of solutions 
of a two-dimensional BGK equation 

M. GRUDNICK.I (WARSZAWA) 

THE THEOREM of existence and uniqueness of solutions of a linear two-dimesional BGK equation 
written in integral form is proved; linearization is performed in the neighbourhood of the solu
tion of a nonlinear Couette flow. The proof is based on the theorem of contraction mappings 
in a certain Hibert space. Boundary conditions are prescribed along the lines y == 0 and y ~ Yo, 
and the nonlinear Coutte flow is assumed to have a solution. 

W pracy udowodniono twierdzenie o istnieniu i jednoznaczno5ci dla calkowej postaci liniowego 
dwuwymiarowego rownania BGK, przy czym linearyzacjct przeprowadrono wok61 rozwi~ia 
nieliniowego przeplywu Couette'a. Dla dowodu sto~wano zasadct odwzorowafl zw~i.aj~cych 
w pewnej przestrzeni Hi1berta. Przyjctto, i.e warunki brzegowe SCl dane na liniach y = 0 i y = y 0 

oraz i.e dla nieliniowego przeplywu Couete'a rozwi~nie istnieje. 

B pa6oTe .o;oKaaaHa reopeMa cymeCTBOBaHH.R H e.o;HHCTBeHHOCTH peweHH.R Ami HHTerpa.m.Horo 
BHAa JIHHeHH:oro .o;ByMepHoro ynpaBJIHeHHJI ErK, npH'IeM JIHHeapH3ai.Uf.R npose.o;eHa BOKpyr 
peweHWI HeJIHHeitHoro Te'leiut.R K}'3na. ,Iln.R .o;oKaaaTeJihCTBa npuMeHeH npmnum Cy>KHBa
IOII.UIX oro6pa>t<eiiHH B HeKoropoM · npOCTpaHCTBe THm.6epTa. llpHH.RTo, 'ITO rpaHH'IHbie 
ycnoBWI 38AilHbi Ha JIHHH.RX y = 0 H y = Yo, a TIUOKe, 'ITO Ami HeJIHHeHH:oro Te'leHH.R K}'3TTa 
cymeCTByeT peweHHe . 

. ~troduction 

THE PRESENT state of develppment of the theory of existence and uniqueness of solutions 
of kinetic equations is not satisfactory. Research in this field deals mainly with the linear 
Boltzmann equation and the linear BGK equation. In this paper the problem of existence 
and uniqueness is discussed in the case of a linearized, two-dimensional and stationary 
BGK equation UI~tder simple geometric conditions. Linearization is performed not in the 
neighbourhood of an absolutely Maxwellian function but at a Couette flow between 
parallel planes. Boundary conditions for the Couette flow are disturbed at one of the walls. 
Such problems arise, for example, in the case of flow past a wavy wall. 

1,. Linearization of the · BGK equation and the integral form 

Let us consider the two dimensional BGK equation written in dimension less variables: 

(I. I) 
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with the boundary conditions prescribed along the lines y = 0 and y = y0 • Let 

3 

(1.2) 
3 ( T )2 To - - 0 - - (c-u)z 

fo = nn 2 .- · -. e ·T . 
Tt . 

be a locally Maxwellian function with parameters n, u, T corn~spondlng to the distribution 
function/(c, x, y). Let us write/in the form 

(1.3) f = F+cp. 

Here F satisfies the one-dimensional BGK equation 

(1.4) 
oF 

c2- = -AN(F-F0 ) ay 
with diffusion conditions at the walls which describe the Couette flow between parallel 
walls; F(c, y) is the distribution function corresponding to that flow. 

The function 

(I .5) 

3 

-~ ( T )2 - To (c- U)z Fo = N n 2 ,_o e ff . $"" 

is a locally Maxwellian function with parameters N, U, :T corresponding to F, 

n(x, y) = N(l +P), 

(1.6) u(x, y) = U + v, 

T(x, y) = ff(l + -r), 
cp(c, x, y) is the perturbation function. 

Let us assume that lcpl ~ 1. Then Eq. (1.1) may be linearized in the neighbourhood 
of the solution F, and the following equation is obtained for the function cp: 

(1.7) 
ocp ocp 

c1 ~+c2 ~ = Lcp = -ANcp+Hcp, 
· uX uy 

where 

(1.8) L<p = -AN{<p-Fo [•+2 ~ v(c-U)+ ( ~ (c-U)'- ~ H +(F -Fo)>}. 

The quantities P, v, -r are expressed in terms of cp in the following manner: 

l f . 
P = N cpdc, 

(1.9) V -== . ! f ( c-U) cpd c, 

T ~ 3~ Jl ~ (c-U)
2

- ~ ]<pdc. 

The boundary conditions for Eq. (1.7) have the form 

cp(c,x,y0)=0, for c2<0, 
(1.10) 3 

cp(c,x,O) = Y(c,x)n-2e-'"z. for c2 >0, 
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Y(c, x) being the function known from the solution of Eq. (1.4) and the boundary con
ditions for Eq. (1.1). 

Equation (1.7) with the conditions (1.10) may be reduced to the integral form 

(1.11) q; = q;0 +BHq;, 

~here q;0 is the solution of the equation 

OffJo Of{Jo 
(1.12) C1 ox +c2 ay +ANq;0 = 0 

under the boundary conditions (I. 10), B is an operator inverse to the operator c 1 Of ox+ 
+ Cz ofoy+ AN under homogeneous boundary conditions, i.e. 

(1.13) Bg = 

1 fy ( C ) - ~ J N(s)ds 
-- · g c., x:---1 (y-z),z ft c

2 
z dz 

Cz 
0 

c2 

1 JY ( ) -~ J N(s)ds 
- g c,x-~(y-z),z e c

2
z dz 

l Cz Cz 
Yo 

for c2 > 0, 

for c2 < 0. 

2. Existence and uniqueness theorems 

Let us assume Eq. (1.4) to have a unique solution F(c, y) positive and bounded to
gether with the hydrodynamic moments N(y), U(y), ff(y). Let us now pass to the problem of 
existence and uniqueness of the solution of Eq. (1.11). Principal concepts of the proof 
are similar to those used in the proof of existence and uniqueness of the solution of the 
linearized Boltzmann equation [2]. 

LEMMA 1. Let cp belong to the space of real variable~ c, x, y be square-integrable 
over all variables, and assume zero values on the set y = 0, y = y0 ; let it also be a periodic 
function. The integration with respect to x is performed along the segment equal to the 
period, and with respect to y-in the interval (0, y0 ). Assume that all the integrals and 
derivatives written below exist. Then the inequality 

(2.1) J( c, ~~ +c, -~~ r a(c, y)d.:dxdy;;, yy;;' f cl a(c, y)dcdxdy 

holds true, <X(c, y) satisfying the condition 

(2.2) 0 ~ ytX(c, y) ~ ti(c) ~ tX(c, y). 

Here y > 0 is a certain constant, and a(c) depends solely on the velocity c. 
Consider the equation 

(2.3) ocp ocp 
C 1 --:1 + C 2--;-- = g( C, X, )') 

uX u)' 

with the homogeneous boundary conditions. If a periodic solution exists, then g must also be 
a periodic function with the same period. The solution may be represented by the formula 
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y 

J -1 
g({J, z)dz for c2 > 0, 

o c2 

(2.4) f{J = Yo 

-J _ _!_ g({J, z)dz for c2 < 0,_ 
( Y c2 

where {J = x- (ctfc2 ) (y- z). Consequently, applying the Cauchy-Buniakovski inequality, 
we obtain 

(2.5) J dii'l''dcdxdy = J c~ii(c}(J :, g(ft, z)dz)' dcdxdy 
C1>0 0 

+ I ii( ·> c~ u· g(p. z)dz r d cdxdy .;; I c~ '*>(f 1 c
1
, g(p. z) 1 dz r de dx dy 

C1<0 y 0 

Yo 

~ J da(c)yo J c~ g2 ({J, z)dzdcdxdy. 
0 

From the periodicity of g it follows that 

(2.6) J g({J, z)dx = J g(x, _z)dx 

for the integration interval equal to the period. 
Changing the order of integration at the right-hand side of Eq. (2.5) and using Eq. 

(2.6)? we obtain the inequality 
Yo 

(2. 7) f d a( c)q; 2dcdxdy ~ fa( c)y0 J g 2(x, z)dxdzdydc = fa( c)y5g2(x, y)dcdxdy 
0 

which, combined with Eq. (2.2), yields the inequality (2.1 ). 
Let us introduce the space :K 1 of square-integrable functions with respect to c, x, y, with 

the weight F0-
1 a·nd the scalar product 

(2.8) ((g, h)) = J F01ghdcdxdy. 

LEMMA 2. If the function Bg satisfies the requirements of Lemma 1 and the functions 
used below belong to :K 1 , then there exists a positive constant 1J such that the equality 

(2.9) !! = Fo 1 y(AN)2 +1J~C~Yo 2 

implies 

(2.10) 

P r o o f. By assuming 

(2.11) Bg = 'P 

the inequality (2.10) may be written in the form 

(2.12) ((eF~'I'· 'I')).;; ( (e-• [c, ~~ +c2 ~~ +AN'J']. [c, ~~ +c2 ~~ + AN'I' ]) ) 
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where q; satisfies homogeneous boundary conditions. The right-hand side of the inequality 
(2.12) may be rewritten as 

(2.13) (k•lc ~: +ANq>]. [c ~: +ANq>])) 

= f e-'Fo' [(c-~:)' +2c ~: q>·AN+(AN91>']dcdx. 
For the sake of brevity we denote x = (x, y) 

(2.14) J (eF0)-
1ANc ~:- · q;dcdx = J c ~: q;dcdx 

+ J (AN -eFo)e- 1F01c ~= q;dcdx. 

Since (AN- eF0 )
2 < i(AN)l- (! 2 F51 = 172 dy02

, the Ca.uchy-Buniakovski inequality 
may be used to verify that 

(2.15) 

Let us observe that 

(2.16) 

1 1 

< :. (f cle-'F01
q>

2 dcdx)-, (f e-'FO' ( c ~= r dcdx r 
l 
2 

f a JJ a
2 

. c a: q;dcdx = c rx dcdxdydz. 
0 

Function q; assumes zero values on the planes y = 0 and y = y0 • Since it is a periodic 
function in X and does not depend on z, the Ostrogradski formula yields 

(2.17) 
,. a 
J c a:· q;dcdx = 0. 

The following estimate is now made in Eq. (2.13): 

(2.18) ( (e-• [ c ~: +~N 9'], [ c ~= + ANq>])) 
1 1 

;;, [{f e-'Fo+ ~=r dcdxr -2-y: (f c~e-'F0 1 9'2dcdx)'] 
1 

· (f e-'FO+ ~= r dcdxr + f e-'F01(AN)2
q>

2dcdx. 

Let us substitute ~(c,y.) = e- 1F0
1 = [(AN)2 + 11 2 c~y0 2J- 1 12 • 
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This function satisfies the inequality (2.2) provided a(c) = [(ANmu)2 +.1J2ciy02]- 112 

and the constant y is chosen properly. Applying the inequality (2.1) to the right-hand 
side of (2.18), we obtain 

(2.19) (le-• [ c ~= +AN9']. [ c ~= +AN9'])) 

;. [ ~~: (f c~e-'Fii 1 9'2dcdx / -2 ;
0 
(f c~g- 1Fii'9'2dcdx)4] 

1 

~: (f c~e-'Fii'9'2dcdxt + f e-'F;;'(AN)29'2dcdx 

- 1 

= f [ (AN)2 + l' -:r2 

c~] e-1Fii'9'2dcdx;. ((eF~9'. 9') ). 

The last inequality in Eq. (2.19) holds true if 'YJ > 0 is selected so as to satisfy the condition 
y-2'Y)y112 > 1]2

, what is always possible. 
Let l) denote the Hilbert space of real functions of c, square-integrable and having 

the scalar product 

(2.20) 

The functions 

(2.21) 

'l'1 = 2F 0 - F, 

'l'2 = F o(c1- Ut), 

'l'3 = F o(c2- U 2), 

'I' 4 = F 0 [ ( c-U)2 ~ - ~ ] 
are orthogonal in f). The following equalities hold true for the functions '1'1: 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

L '1'1 c: 0, i = I , 2 , 3 , 4, 

('1',, LqJ) = 0. 

Operator L may then be written in the form 

(2.24) LqJ = ( -ANI+H)qJ = -AN(l-P)f!J, 

I being the identity operator, and P- the projection operator onto the subspace spanned 
on the functions "Pt· From the general properties of the pojection operators [3] it follows 
that L and Hare self-adjoint operators in f), L being a nonpositive and H-a nonnegative 
operator. 

· LEMMA 3. If the functions f/J and e1
' 2 f!J belong to f), then there exists such a positive 

constant q < 1 that the equation 

(2.25) (e- 1Hf!J, HqJ) ~ q 2 (eF~qJ, f!J) 

is satisfied. 
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Proof. Since H is a self-adjoint operator in l), the operator if= e- 1/ 2 He- 112· 

is also a self-adjoint operator in l), 

V 1 1 

(g, Hh) = (Hg, h)=> (g, Hh) = (g, (! -2He -2h) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 V 

= <e-2g,He-2h) = (He-2g, e-2h) = (e-2He-2g,h) = (Hg,h). 

Hence, from the general properties of the norm of self-adjoint operators in f) it follows (3J 

(2.26) 
(e - 1 H 111, H 111) 

(eF5111, 111) -· 

V 1 .!. V .!. 
IIH · e2111ll 2 l(e2111, H(!2(/))l 2 

__ sup - (111, H111) 2
. 

1 ~ sup 1 1 

lle2F ol1111 2 (?~tpeiJ lle2111ll 2 1le2F o111ll 2 (!f,eiJ (l11,f!'PHI11, eF~~11) 

The Cauchy-Buniakovski inequality yields 

(2.27) (<p, e<p)(rp, eF~rp) = (J { rp 2dc)(J eForp2dc):;.. (f erp2dc)f = (rp, eF0 rp) 2 

and so from Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27) it follows that 

(e- 1H111, H111) (111 , H111)
2 

2 ~ sup . 
(f!Fo111, 111) ~ (111, eFo111) 2 

(2.28) 

p2f'e{J 

The inequality (2.28) indicates thlt in order to prove Lemma 3 it is sufficient to show that 

(2.29) 

Owing to the fact that (111, H111) = (111FJ1 2 e112
, G111FJ'2 e1l2

) and (111, eFol11) = (111FJ'2 e1
'
2

, 

111FA'2 e112
) the problem is reduced to the demonstration that the spectrum of G is bounded 

by a constant less than unity, [4). 
The following notation is introduced here: 

(2.30) 

G is a compact operator [4] since Pis the operator of projection onto the four-dimensional 
space, and hence G has a discrete spectrum only. 

The eigenfunctions 111; of the operator G satisfy the equation 

(2.31) A11111 = G1111 

and .so, due to the fact that the projection operator 1-P is positive, we obtain 

1 1 1 1 

(2.32) A1(111;, 1111) = (111, G1111) = (111, F~2(! -2ANPF~2(! -2111,) 
11 11 1111 

= (111, -F~2(! -2AN(J -P)F~2e -2111, + ANF~2e -2Jp~2e -2111,) ~ (111,, ANF01e- 1cp,), 

whence 

(2.33) ;_. ~ (111,, ANe-tFi)lcp;) < I' 
I (111t' (/)t) 

since ANe- 1 F0 1 < 1 for c2 =1= 0, i.e. on the set of nonzero measure. 
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Let f denote the space of square-integrable functions of variables c,- x with the weight 
·!!t = V (AN) 2 + 1]2 ciy0 2 , and the scalar product and norm are expressed by · 

-(2.34) (h, g)Jr = f e. hgdcdx, 

llhll} = (h' h)Jr. 

TH:::OR!:M. In the space f there exists a unique solution of Eq. ( 1.11) provided cp0 E f 

.and cp0 E 1). 
P r o of. From the Lemmas 2 and 3 it follows that 

·(2.35) IIBHcpll} = (BHcp, BHcp)Jr = ((eFf> BHcp, BHcp)) 

~ ((e- 1Hcp, Hcp)) ~ q 2((eF5cp, cp))Jr = q 211Cf!IIJr· 

This means th~t operator BH is in the spac~ .i( a contraction operator and the necessary 
proof follows immediately from the contraction mapping principle, [4] . 

. 3. Final remarks 

The assumption of the particular form (1.10) of the boundary conditions is immaterial. 
The proof is not changed if the boundary conditions are expressed by arbitrary functions 
of a corresponding class and given explicitly on the lines y = 0 and y = y0 • 

Let us remark that the operator B defined in L 2 is defined explicitly by Eq. ( 1.13). From 
its form it follows that the .corresponding derivatives appearing in the proofs of Lemmas I 
.and 2 exist almost everywhere. However, the solution cp which was proved to exist in 
:Space f does not have to be differentiable, i.e. it is not known whether it fulfills the 
-original Eq. (1.7) in addition to its integral form. It may be stated that for the obtained 
solution the directional derivative exists almost everywhere, what means that the original 
-equation is fulfilled in the generalized sense. 

In the proof of existence and uniqueness it was assumed that cp0 E 1). This implies that 
·the solution cp cannot be_ an arbitrary element of the space :K but only an element of the 
subspace of :K which is defined by the product of sets of functions belonging to :f( and 
to 1). It is very essential since only in such a subspace operator H may be treated as 
·self-adjoint. Simultaneously, the solution belonging to that subspace represents the con
ditions of existence of hydrodynamic moments since then lcpl < AF01

'
2

, A being a certain 
-constant. This conclusion allows for a clear physical interpretation of the function cp. 

The procedure used here in proving the theorem confirms the possibility of applying 
_ the method of consecutive approximations, what is of importance for , practical purposes. 
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